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About This Game

8BitMMO is a retro-style 2D massively multiplayer game! It's a giant construction sandbox -- you can build a home or a castle
in a persistent streaming world. Found and manage your own city. Fight evil LawyerCats and engage in Player vs Player battle.

Features

100% Player Built World - The entire world is built by players. Build your own house, town, voxelart, or dungeon. The world
is massive -- there's plenty of space to build in, and it streams in as you explore (no load screens).

Be the Mayor - Start your own town and invite your friends. You'll have an array of management tools for overseeing your
town.

Interactive Development - The entire game only has one full-time developer, and development is still ongoing. You can submit
and vote on ideas -- many of the top voted ideas have been implemented into the game. Free updates with new content and

features are frequently released.

Anti-Griefing Systems - Several systems protect players from griefing.

Free To Play - No purchase necessary to have fun. Support the developer and buy a fancy hat... or don't. (Premium items give
NO competitive advantage)

Customize your Character - Wear hats, clothing, accessories, change your skin color
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Become a Zombie - Want to be a zombie? You can! But you'll need a steady supply of delicious brains from other players.
Don't worry, after you eat their brain, they'll be zombies too!

Fight Nefarious Enemies - Congressional Lobbyist Slugs, LawyerCats, and Hipsters oh my.

MegaMap - The world is huge, so the MegaMap interface (based on Google Maps API) is a handy way to browse the world and
share your creations with friends.

Music - Enjoy chiptune from legendary artists Danimal Cannon, Zef, PROTODOME, and Honin Myo Audio.

Introducing the Steam Founder's Packs

Please consider supporting development by optionally purchasing a Steam Founder's Pack. You will receive a variety of
benefits:
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After you have purchased a Steam Founder's pack, please restart the game launcher for the game to detect the purchase.
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Title: 8BitMMO
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Archive Entertainment
Publisher:
Archive Entertainment
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics is fine, or really any wire & tin foil you can cobble together that looks like a GPU.

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: If you don't have one, just make beep & boop noises with your mouth when appropriate.

Additional Notes: You can probably get this to run on a toaster.

English,German,Japanese
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Very relaxing puzzle game that plays with perspective and the laws of physics. Its like navigating around an MC Escher drawing
that you can rotate and manipulate. It is very much like Monument Valley for Android or iOS. I really enjoyed that game and
played through all the available levels they put out. Finally I get a similar game play and aesthetic from this game with some new
twists. Definitely worth the 2 dollars.. I'm 3 hours in and having a blast with this game. This is the first wave shooter I've seen on
here with any depth. The environments are varied and look good, I've seen a bunch of enemy types so far and I'm only on level 6
of 20. Upgrading and unlocking weapons and armor adds to replay. Lots of content and lots of fun for 12 bucks.. For a basically
a text quest game, the font is pretty hard to read, and also white on black makes your eyes tired too quickly, which makes the
whole game feel like a chore.
There's too much reading, and not enough making choices. On top of that the texts are not very well written and there's not
enough art to support them. Even grammatically, this game's full of mistakes. There's games out there with proper graphics, that
are written much better and provide more opportunities to make choices. Since this is a text quest, you expect much higher
quality in these aspects. So this is pretty disappointing.. Not that good, could be a lot better if the controls were actually
functional.

5\/10. Fun puzzle game with very interesting art design. Easy to 100%
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New mechanics and locations are what make these heists so unique. Instead of the same old mundane task of "place drill, fix
drill, take money, leave bank" you get to things like skydive and drive boats and destroy satellites and refuel helicopters (ok that
last one is still just wait time). You get two of the best heists in game for the price of one. The melees are actually usuable this
time, even up to par with the katana. The Baby Deagle is a quicker but slightly weaker Deagle, as you'd expect. Overall, this is
probably one of the best DLC's yet. Just buy it already, who even reads DLC reviews?. A well made Riichi Mahjong game with
a good variety of rulesets to choose from. An easy to understand interface with audio and visual indicators make the game
accessible even for people new to the game. The customizable color of the tiles and the board make for a good extra touch.
The biggest issue still seems to be just finding people to play the game online, even though the bot support is also available.
Speaking of the bots, the AI could be a tad bit better, especially when playing with a mix of bots and real players.

Overall the game was a really nice idea, its hard to find a proper Riichi Mahjong game in English. Tenhou is a thing, but that's
in Japanese only.. DO NOT BUY THIS! A multi-player game with NO PLAYERS online.. ever. The game is dead and it's been
dead for some years. Oh and about Steam support, they are not going to refund you. I played only for 16 minutes and all I get is
auto-reply mails from Steam.
Anyways, I hope no one else falls into this money trap.
Cheers. totally worth it. What is the heist about?

Day 1:
A bit like a shorter version of Hoxout (Day 2) in a similar map design to Goat Heist (Day 2).
For the ones unfamiliar with that: Basically keeping a process running (repairing a motor bike) which is interrupted by
3-4 errand jobs. For example, getting an engine or tools, etc. on a small to medium sized map. At the end, there is a
short(er than in Car Shop) bike ride escape.
Day 2:
Extremely straight forward: Pretty much like the plane part in Birth of Sky with more obstacles: Run up train
carriages like in the old Western movies, kill a boss, grab an item and the same way back to the start.

Noob friendly?
Yes on lower difficulties, since you don't need much team coordination due to the sequential character of the tasks. On
higher difficulties, there is just a massively increased spawn rate (Bit like The Diamond). But there are tougher and
more complex heists out there.

Any good?
Well, I know Harley's are awkward to ride, but they are still no battle tanks. A bit too much "Harley feeling" going on
while trying to drive it. But apart from that, the heist fits in and is fun. Especially for everyone, who liked Hoxout Day
2 w\/o the drag of the first day. Female gangsters are also cool, but in general it is difficult to tell civilians from thugs
in this heist.
All in all defo one of the better DLC heists, perhaps even the best since the Point Break heists and worthwhile since it is
short and entertaining.

The other stuff:
- Throwable is apparently weaker than both the knife and the javelin, but given ontop of a decent heist, it is a nice plus.
The axes look kinda cool though.
- The masks are one of the better looking ones, apart from that, who cares about that cosmetical stuff?. I have some of
the other big budget fpv sims in my library but I keep coming back to this one. Superb!. To those of us that remember
the true difficulty of the age of the NES, this game will seem like stepping back to when we were kids staring in front
of the huge TVs with our controller in hand, getting upset at the slightest misstep killing us. This game stays true to its
form and its homage. A warning though, not for the faint of heart, as most might lose something (be it keyboard or
controller).. HAIL CROM!!
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